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Abstract

A new type of KrF laser syslz+mhas been proposed that has a significantly
higher efflciencj’than pure angular multiplexed KrF lasers.
electron-beam-sustained

This system uses

discharge lasers to pump a high gain Raman amplifler.

The discharge lasers can operate at a higher efficiency

than e’”beam pumped

lasers, and the forward Raman scattering process has both a high gain and high
quantum efficiency using the rotational transition. The Raman system cost and
performance has been examined and compared to the pure angular multiplexed
system. The discharge-Raman system has a higher efflcleflcy(12.3% vs 9. 1%) and
a higher cost ($140/joule vs $100/joule).

For an ICF power plant driver, the

higher efficiency offsets the higher cost, making the discharge-Raman system appear to be an attractive alternative to the pure angular multiplexed system.
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Introduction
The requirements

of a commercial ZippliCatiOnSinertial fUSiOn driver have

long been known. The driver must deliver 1-10 MJ with pulse widths of 5-20 ns
at a pulse repetition rate of 1-20 Hz (for a 1000 MWe plant), with the optimum
operating parameters depending on the cost and efficiency of the driver, and on
the target gain.1 The driver must also be efficient enough so that the product
of the target gain and driver efficiency is greater than 10 for pure fusion
power.

Using standard target gain curves,2 the driver efficiency should be at

least 5-10%. The wavelength (for lasers) must also be less than 400 nm for efficient target coupling.3 KrF operates at 249 nm.

The driver cost must be less

than a few hundred dollars per joule for it to be affordable. KrF lasers appear
4
capable of achieving this cost goal.
Only two lasers are thought to be scalable to the required energies with
suitable wavelengths: frequency tripled Nd:Glass lasers and pulse compressed KrF
lasers. KrF lasers have so far demonstrated higher system efficiencies

and,

moreover, use a gaseous lasing medium that readily allows repetitive pulsing
through forced flow heat removal. A 1978 study5 concluded that e-beam-pumped
KrF lasers have a maximum potential system efficiency of only 6%. However,
recent theoretical and experimental work with a new regime of gas mixtures has
indicated a possible 502 improvement in the laser intrinsic efficiency over what
was thought possible in 1978. New work on expanding-flow

e-beam diodes8 show

improvements in the laser pumping efficiency. These effects combine to make the
KrF laser efficiency suitable for a commercial-applications laser fusion driver.
Historically, KrF laser fusion drivers have had many different forms based
on the method of pulse compression (KrF las~rs operata most efficiently whgn
pumped fo!’hundreds of nanoseconds and thus the pulse must be compress~d to th~
5-20 ns range required for inertial fusion).

In 1980, Mathematical
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(now Spectra Technology) and Avco Everett Research Laboratory

formed the first conceptual designs for angular multiplexed

per-

(optical pulse

compression) systems. Recent work with angular multiplexed systems has included
improvements In kinetics and e-gun design. It has been found that total laser
.
system efficiencies greater than 9% are possible, and that a 5-MJ single-pulse
laser system will cost approximately $lOWjoule

in 1984 dollars*
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This study

used amplifier modules with energies slightly greater than 200 kJ, optical
fluences less than 4 J/cm2, and was costed as a facility assumed to be built in
the 1995-2000 time frame.
Bechtel performed a conceptual design study of a 1.5-MJ, 2-Hz KrF fusion
laser system in 1980. 12

This study also used 200-kJ main amplifiers, but used

backward Raman scattering for pulse compression 1nstead of angular multiplexing.
The backward Raman amplifier approach was used because it was thought important
to reduce the alignment system complexity by reducing the total number of beams
on target.

This is not necessary for three reasons. First, techniques such as

11

aperture combination

can be used to combine beams in the angular multiplexed

approach in order to reduce the number of beams,

Second, the number of beams on

target is usually set by optical fabrication and cost considerations. The laser
energy

and the optical damage fluence specifies the total area of optics

r@qu4red. The number of beams is then given by this total area and the optimum
size of optical components as determined by the optical manufacturing Industry
costs and capabilities at the tima of construction. This means that the lowestcost

driver

might

use more

beams

than needed

for target

illumination

requlroment.s. The third reason that reducing thu number of beams is not as important as thought In !980

is

becatlseof the recent advances in alignment system

technology,ll The refiultsof the Bechtel study indicate that backwtird Raman
pulse compression Is somewhat inefficient (-5(M), and that a laser fusion systim

3

based on this process appeared less attracti”~=than the angular multiplexed approach because of the low system efficiency.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering

(SBS) was the next system proposed for

laser pulse compression for ICF.13-19

SW appeared to promise large compression

ratios at high efficiency, flexlble pump geometries, beam combination, and beam
cleanup. However, a more detailed examination10’13 of S6S revealed that the SBS
process has no significant advantage over pure angular multiplexing

for pulse

compression down to the 5-10 ns range (though it can he efficient for generating
subnanosecond pulses). Moreover, it produces a non-ideal output Stokes temporal
shape

that makes

pulse

shaping

appropriate

for ICF targets difficult.

Furthermore, calculations indicate thatSBS transverse window parasitics will be
a serious problem for lasers having a linewidth significantly narrow for efficient compression.
Spectra Technology

has recently completed a study20 that surveyed all of

the possible technologies for KrF laser fusion systems. They found that small

(<5kJ) electron-beam-sustained

discharge

(EBSO) KrF lasers can have a sig-

nificantly higher efficiency (wall-plug to laser light out) than electron-beampumped lasers.

These EBSD lasers are also small enough and the required number

large enough that factory assembly-line manufacturing and mass production techniques baccvnepossible. However, some nonlinear method is required in order to
combine these lasers into a trartable number of beams. The Spectra Technology
21
study found that forward-Raman amplifiers utilizing rotational Raman scattering in H2 can provide the required beam combination and beam cleanup at high
efficiency. If the input $tokes beams are timo and angle encoded, then the output Stokes can be separated, demultiplexed, and brought to target by a method
very similar to the pure angular multiplexed system.

4

The purpose of this paper is to examine the cost and performance of the
EBSD laser-forward Raman system and compare it to the pure angular multiplexed
system. The comparison will be done for a single-shot, multimegajoule

system,

but the flgure-of-merit of the comparison will be their attractiveness as a commercial applications inertial fusion driver.

Discharge Laser-Forward Raman System Description
The architecture and shape of the forward Raman driver system is setby

the

number of Raman amplifiers needed to deliver megajoule energies to the target
and the desire to minimize the cost of optical components and number of beam
lines to target.

For example, consider a 5-MJ system using 25 final Raman

amplifiers; each Zamsn cell must handle 200 kJ.

If ‘;hefull pulse compression

is achieved in the cell and it a 320-ns pump pu?se is to be reduced to 8-ns,
then there must be 40 Stokes beam lines per Raman cell.

Therefore,

there are

1000 final beam lines directed to the target. Techr~iquessuch as aperture combination can be used to reduce this number if desired. Another determinant of
the Raman cell size is the window operating fluence and the path length requ~red
for beam separation. The operating fluence sets the minimum Raman cell window
size; using a fluence (for the long pump pulses) of 6 J/cm2, the wind~w size becomes -2-m square for a 200 kJ Ranm

cell. A window this large is beyond the

capabilities of current coating machirm;
in the 50-100 cm range will be employed.

thus segmented windows with elements
The us~’ of smaller window elements

results in reduced window cost, but requires a “grid work” support structure;
this subject will be further examined later In this section.
The second determinant of Raman cell size is the required path length to
separation. This is the distance required to fully separate the N Stokes beams

that mul tiplex the Raman amplifier. This distance is fixed by the maximum offaxis field ang~e that is acceptable in terms of optical aberrations,

and the

maximum acceptance angle for the forward Raman process. A two-dimensional forward Raman amplifier extraction code was written in order to investigate the
Raman processes constraints.

This code included the forward Raman gain as a

function of angle between the Stokes and pump beams, allowed converging or
diverging beams, accounted for imperfect Stokes-pump beam overlap, and included
beam reflection from the back mirror (fcr double-pass Raman cell designs).
results

The

from this code verified that the Raman processes, and associated

geometrical effects, are not the limiting processes in terms of beam path
lengths to separation when conversion efficiency

of over -90% was achieved.

Instead, optical aberration (specifically astigmatism) set the final path length
to separation in terms of deliverable beam quality at the tdrget. The result
implies that Raman cell f/numbers

(ratio of separation path length to Raman

aperture size) must be -25-30; consequently, apertures of 2-3 meters require
path lengths of order 50-100 meters.
Raman Amplifier Configuration
There are many possible configurations for the forward Raman amplifier.
Two examples include:

(1 ) strai?ht through system where the pump and Stokes

enter a front window and then the amplified Stokes exits a back window, ~“d (2)
a folded system where the pump and Stokes enter a front window, are reflected
froma back mirror, and the amplified Stokes then exits back out thro~lqh the
front wi~dow,

These two arrangements are illustrated In Fig. 1.

designs have the sama volume of window material, butdlfferent

Both of these

size apertures.

The straight-through system “sees” the pump fluence at the front window and the
ampllfled Stokes at the back window.

The folded system “sees” both the pump and

amplified Stokes at the front window.
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As & result, thewindw

area is larger

for the folded system bya

factor of two and the system includes a large back

mirror (which can also be segmented).

One might conclude that the straight-

through arrangemant would be the most cost effective because the large mirror is
removed and the window area is the same. However, one of the windows for the
straight-through arrangement is actually a lens, and the added cost for figuring
the surfaces partially offsets the mirror cost of the folded arrangement.
Further, the straight-through geometry has slightly longer overall size when
path lengths to separation are included. These tradeoffs have not been fully
completed; but for the present reference design, the folded geometry has been
tentatively chosen.

The basic arrangement for a 200 kJ subsystem is presented

in Flgo 2.
Electron-Beam Sustained Discharge Lasers
KrF .E-Beam ~ustained~ischarge (EBSD) lasers are viable alternate drivers
to purely .E-Beam ~umped (EBP) lasers. Extensive modeling studies have been performed to evaluate EBSD lasers as fusion drivers. Those studies have shown that
under certain conditions, EBSD lasers can be significantly more efficient than
EBP lasers. This increase in efficiency results, in part, from the fact that
the upper laser level is formed dominantly by excitation

transfer between

neutral species in EBSD lasers, as opposed to being formed dominantly by ion-ion
neutralization

in EPB lasers. The neutral channel is energetically more effi-

cient than is the ion channel.

In addition, the wall-plug efficiency at wnich

power can be deposited in the gas Is higher for discharges than for e-beams.
Electrical clrcults for discharges typically have fewer stages of power conditioning,

therefore having a higher overall charging and transfer efficiency.

There are also significant losses associated with penetration of the e-beam
through mechanical structures. Table I shows the pulsed-power requirements for

EBSD and EBP lasers; the mentioned e-beam energy losses do not represents large
fraction of the total EBSD power requirements.
Although EBSD lasers are intrinsically more efficient than are EPB lasers,
the laser extraction efficiency is reduced by higher absorption losse~ resulting
from the larger fraction of the halogen donor (F2i wnich is required to insure
discharge stability.

The end result is that the wall plug efficiency ofEBSD

lasers is calculated to be 14-15% whereas the wall plug efficiency of EPB lasers
is 9-lo%.

It is this projected increase in overall efficiency of EBSD lasers

that has motivated us to consider them as fusion drivers.
The projected aperture size (30-35 cm) of the EBSO lasers is smaller than
that of EPB lasers (l-3 m), and the energy density is also lower. The result is
that the laser energy delivered by a single EBSD laser will be approximately 2.5
kJ, thereby requiring many more EBSD laser modules

(on the order of a few

thousand) for a fusion power plant than the 10-40 modules required for EBF’laser
systems. The large number of EBSD lasers is not necessarily a disadvantage
since the 320-400 ns output pulse of the smalle~ laser can be directly imaged
onto the forward Raman amplifier, thereby eliminating the need to multiplex, or
otherwise condition, the output of the primary laser amplifier before Raman
pulse compression occurs. The total number of optical beam 1ines and optical
elements required for a system using the more numerous EBSD lasers therefore
differs little from one using fewer, but larger, E13P lasers.

Also, there are

certain manufacturing mass production and reliability advantages to using EBSD
lasers.
Individual EBSO lasers can be packaged quite compactly, thereby maintaining
a relatively high average planar energy density.
EBSD laser module is shown in Fig. 3.

A conceptual design for an

The basic building block of the module

consists of a pair of EBSD lasers whose e-beams are commonly housed in the center sectton.

The pulse forming lines (pFL’s) for the discharges are folded and

stretched longitudinally parallel to the optical axis. The transverse dimension
of the PFL’s for both the discharges and the e-beams do not exceed that of the
laser. thereby allowing the basic laser modules to be stacked vertically.

The

typical size of the basic laser module containing two lasers is 2.7m x l.Om x
7mo A 200-kJ array of EBSD laser modules will therefore require an area of approximately 200 m2 if stacked four high.
The aperture size of the EBSD lasers could be increased to order 50 cm,
thereby reducing the number of required lasers by approximately half and making
EBSD lasers appear even more attractive. There are certain system tradeoffs and
technical issues that must be considered in scaling the apertures of the EBSD
lasers. The technical issues center primarily on the necessity to maintain
highly uniform e-beams over the entire aperture, a requirement for discharge
stability. By increasing the aperture size of the EBSI)lasers, the inductance
of the laser head is increased, thereby decreasing the rate of current rise and
lengthening the laser pulse. This lengthening of the laser pulse has implic&tions on the degree of multiplexing required before the Raman ce”ils.

EBSD Laser-Forward Raman System Cost and Performzince
A reference system has been selected for analysis and comparison with the
angular multiplexed case. This system is costed using technology appropriate
for the 1995-2000 timeframe. The system generates 5 MJ of laser light from 25

200-kJ Ranm amplifiers, and illuminates targets with 8-ns pulses. The two-pass
Raman amplifiers have a gatn of 400, and are used with the Raman window operating at 6 J/cm2 for 320 ns.
fluence is 4 J/cm*.

The demultiplexing and target chamber optical

The Raman cell is approximately a 2-meter cube, with the

9

window and mirror made
mospheres.

Iip

of 16 square segments. It IS filled with

H2 at 3 at-

The 98 2.5 kJ discharge lasers per Raman cell are 1.5 meters “ong

with a 30 x 35 cm cross section. They are triple-passed with a gain of 100.
The efficiency of this system is equal to the product of four efficienc’es;
the discharge laser efficiency (15%), transport efficiency
the Rafnan cell (98%),

from the pump into

the Raman cell efficiency (90%), and the transport ef-

ficiency from the Raman cell to the target (93%).

The total laser system

efficiency is 12.3%.
The cost of this laser system is $14Q/joule or 700 M$ with the cost breakdown shown in Fig. 4.

Note that over 25% of the total system cost is for the

discharge lasers, 15% of the cost is from optics, and 18% is the cost of beam
enclosures.

The cost of this system will be compared with the cost of the an-

gular multiplexed system (Fig, 5) in the next section.

Comparison of the Two Systems
The EBSO laser-forward Raman system and the pure angular multiplexed system
show similarities

and differences.

While both systems use 200-kJ final

amplifiers, the Raman system is pumped for 320 ns which allows fewer beams to be
used for demultiplexing

than the 400-ns

e-beam pumped amplifiers. The large

final Raman amplifiers also have the advantage of using segmented windows.

As

described before, the Raman cell can be operated around the windcw support
structure so it causes no loss in efficiency.

The

large

a-beam

pumped

amplifiers have to rely on large monolithic edge-fused windows to eliminate
obscuration. Since these windows are large and thick, they contribute significantly to the optics cost for the pure angular multiplexed system. The
Raman cell windows contribute a much smaller fraction to the cost of optics.
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.

Another advantage the Raman system has is the ability to use lower quality optics fcx’the pump beam (upstream of the Raman cel1). This also helps reduce the
total optics cost.
As expected, the large number of discharge lasers makes up a larger fraction of the total cost than do the large e-beam lasers. The large number of
amplifiers opens up the possibility of assembly-line construction which can significantly reduce the cost. Finally, system integration costs are expected to
be higher for the Raman system due to the larger number of components.

The

other elements of the two laser systems are comparable in cost.

The cost and efficiency of ttteRaman system are $140/joule and 12.3L,
respectively, while fcr the pure angular multipl~xed system they are $100/joule
and 9.1%. For an ICF electric power plant, the higher driver efficiency and
corresponding

lower rec(rcul~ting power fraction results in a cost sav<ngs for

the balance of plant that more t!lanoffsets the additional driver cost.

Thus,

from this preliminary dnalysis of the Raman system, it appears to be an attractive alternative as a driver for afiICF electric power plant.
=
A recent study of many different types of KrF ltsers has concluded that
electrm-beam-sustainsd

discharge laser pumping of forward Raman amplifiers

using the rotational process appears
efficiency.

to have

the highest

laser

system

This system offers other advantages over the pure angular multi-

plexed system. The beam cleanup in the Raman cell relaxes the requirements

in

the discharge laser and allows the use of lower-cost optics. The system is also
very high gain, wtiichallows a very simple, low-energy front end.
Though the cost of the Raman system is expected to be higher than the pure
multiplexed system, the higher system ef?icinncy appears to make i t an attr&ctive ICF driver.

Some potential disadvantages
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of the Raman system is the

“diffuse” nature of the pump, and the large H2 cells.
hall may be an additional

The cost of the laser

cost burden that has yet to be calculated, and the

Raman cells may present a fire/explosion safety hazard. This will be examined

in further studies.
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W!!c!2captions
Fig. 1.

Two possible forward Raman amplifier designs using s’ingle-pass and
doubi+-pass geometries.

Fig. 2.

The e-beam sustained discharge KrF lasers

pump

amplifier.

and angle encoded so the

The input Stokes beams is tim

output Stokes beam

the large

Raman

can be decoded to deliver shorts shaped pulses to

the target.
Fig. 30

A pair of e-beam sustained discharge lasers form the basic building
block. These amplifiers can be stacked vertically.

Fig. 4.

Cost breakdown for a 5-MJ discharge-Raman system. The total laser systemcost is $140/joulewitha

Fig. 5.

systernefficiency of 12.3%.

Cost breakdown for a 5-MJ pure angular multiplexed system.

The laser

system cost and efficiency is $100/joule and 9.1% (from Ref. 11).
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